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GSU to use new tool against parking offenders
Repeat parking violators targeted in particular
By Dennis Smith
Staff Writer

GSU transportation officials
will be cracking down on parking violators this year with a new
immobilization device designed
to force repeat parking offenders
into paying outstanding tickets.
"What we're finding is that a
lot of people will get a parking
ticket for whatever reason, and
they have not acquired the respect
for law and penalties, so they either ignore it or they think that
maybe we can't find them" said
Bob Chambers, director of parking and transportation.
The new device, better known

as an auto-boot, attaches to the
wheel of an automobile and renders the vehicle immobile.
The auto-boot will only be used
on those students' vehicles who
have three or more outstanding
tickets. Students will have to pay
$15 plus the amount of outstanding tickets to get the boot unlocked.
"Very often [students] will be
in a position where they can't afford to pay it [tickets] and then
they can't register for next
quarter" he said. "This immobilization device is designed to get
the attention of those folks.
"They're going to have to come

in and reconcile the problem. It
keeps them from getting in over
their heads" he said.
"I would rather boot people
than tow them away because when
you come out to get in your car and
it's not there, it's a much bigger
problem than if there is a boot on
it" Chambers said.
The school will probably purchase two or three of these devices
which cost about $375 each.
Chambers said that he hopes
the new auto boots will be in use
before the end of the quarter.
Other universities and municipal police departments
around the country that have used

the auto-boot have reported success with it.
Those students who are repeat
offenders but pay their fines on
time are also being targeted.
On the fifth ticket, whether
fines have been paid or not,
faculty, staff and students are
eligible to be towed said
Chambers.
He said some students will acquire as many as 20 or 30 parking
tickets, sometimes totalling as
much as $200.
Chambers said one of the biggest problems with parking is that GSU will soon introduce the "auto-boot" to its line of weapons to
students are parking in the visi-

fight against habitual parking violators. School officials hope to
See Parking, page 7 begin using the boots by the end of the quarter. (Special photo)

Library lifts book buying freeze
By Dennis Smith
Staff Writer

Henderson Library officials
lifted a book buying freeze and
breathed a sigh of relief last
Wednesday after university budget cuts weren't as bad as they had
first feared.
Even with the new budget reductions in place, students using
the library won't see any noticeable changes.
Last summer the library told
the administration they would
agree to freeze all acquisitions of
new books until the state legislature had met and the new budget
cuts were in place.
"We basically have not bought
anything since mid-July, which
is very unusual for us" said library director Julius Ariail. "For
all intensive purposes we have
been paying the bills that have
come in but we have not ordered
any new books."
The library receives an annual budget of $2.3 million. Over
60 percent of this goes to person-

We basically have
not bought anything since midJuly, which is very
unusual for us.
-Julius Ariail,
Henderson Library
director
nel.
Cuts reduced the acquisitions
budget by $150,000.
Ariail said the library will
start buying books again, but at a
reduced rate.
Departmental budgets have
been cut by 50 percent.
"If the department had a
$10,000 budget, it will now have a
$5,000 budget. That is not great
but it is better than zero" he said.
Periodicals are the most critical in acquisitions.
Ariail said that the periodicals
have already been renewed for

January 1992 and if the library
had to cancel these subscriptions,
they couldn't be started up again
until 1993.
He said the library would have
lost a full year of periodicals
"leaving a notch in the collection
that would be devastating."
The library has lost one position in personnel but the position
had already been vacant for a
year.
Ariail emphasized that the
easiest thing that could have been
cut was the 24-hour operation, but
because of its popularity among
students it was left in place.
"This was a real wise decision
that the administration made [for
the library]. They really went out
on a limb" he said.
Library officials expect students will not notice any negative
changes in the operation of the library as a result of the budget
cuts.
"What I'd really like to illustrate is that using the library this
fall will be exactly the same as
using it last fall" said Ariail.

Elizabethan-style dinner planned
1^311
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GSU's Nicci Borisek, a freshman middle hitter, passes a ball against Armstrong State College.
The Lady Eagles scratched out the victory. See page 6 for details. (Photo by Robby Weatherly)

Public college tuition rates
I. increasing across the nation
By Anthony Flint
Boston Globe

•!<

Public colleges and universities across the nation raised tuition and fees an average of 12
percent to 13 percent this year, the
steepest increases in almost a
decade, according to *n annual
survey released Tv
y by the
College Board.
The increases far outpaced
those at private colleges and universities, which raised tuition
and fees 6 percent to 7 percent this
year, according to the survey by
the education association, which
is based in New
V. The in-

creases also dwarfed the increases at public colleges over the
past seven years, which have averaged around 6 percent.
Public institutions increased
charges to make up for budget cuts
by state legislatures. In
Massachusetts, the higher education budget was slashed by $109
million, or almost 24 percent.
Tuition went up just 6 percent, but
fees, which are set by the individual campuses, shot up as much as
135 percent.
"The pressure is really on us
all," said James Appleberry,
president of the American Association of State Colleges and

Police Beat
~-A Staff

Universities in Washington.
"State institutions have started
the year with budgets smaller
than the ones they started with
last year, and at the same time,
they've increased enrollments,"
Appleberry said.
The institutions were forced to
increase revenues from students
to survive, Appleberry said. Even
so, many institutions took costcutting steps as well, he said, such
as laying off employees, cutting
construction and equipment expenditures and consolidating or
eliminating academic programs.

See Tuition, page 8
rested and charged with DUI (.13
GMS) and speeding on October 12.
•Joe Testino, 18, of Martinez,
Georgia was arrested and
charged with disorderly conduct
on October 13.

charged with theft by taking on
October 11.
•Anton V. Vernon was acci•Andrew Hothem, 20, of
•Alfred Braxton Smith, 22, of
dentally shot in tht right leg by a Hawkinsville, Georgia was ar- Statesboro was arrested and
22 caliber Charter Arms re- rested and charged with theft by charged with possession of alcovolver on October 13.
hol by an underage person,
taking on October 11.
obstruction, and criminal interStatesboro Police
•David Hugh Dellonger, 18, of ference with government prop•April Felice Jones, 20, of
Marietta was arrested and Jacksonville, Florida was ar- erty on October 13.

Jptttech County Sheriff

Celebrating the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare's writing of
plays, the GSU Opera Theater will
present "An Evening with Good
Queen Bess, William Shakespeare and Friends."
A nine-course madrigal dinner will be served - complete with
Elizabethan costumes and entertainment on Nov. 22 at 6:30 p.m.
in the University Union Ballroom.
Based on an actual menu
served by Sir Roger North to
Queen Elizabeth I in 1578, the
black tie optional dinner will feature entertainment by dancing,
juggling, swordfighting and
gymnastic Opera Theater performers.
Others clad in $40,000 worth of
period costumes will perform excepts from Shakespearian plays.

V

"This will probably be one of
the most elaborate dinners ever
served in Southeast Georgia,"
said Opera Theater Director
Joseph Robbins. "Madrigal dinners have been popular in the last
20 or 30 years, but the cost of producing them has become nearly
prohibitive. We have pulled out
all the stops on this one. We want
people to enjoy the Opera Theater
while having a meal fit for a
queen."
Music from the Elizabethan
period will be provided by an ensemble directed by music director
Susan Thomson and members of
GSU music faculty and students.
The Shakespearian verse and
other spoken parts of the entertainment were interwoven by
Gina Allen, a music education
and English literature major at

Butler
University
in
Indianapolis.
Preparation of the meal,
cooked with all fresh herbs, is
under the supervision of Robert
Miller of GSU Catering Services.
"We really had to research to
come up with an authentic menu
for this event," he said. "People
ate quite differently in Elizabethan times. I think everyone will
be pleased and surprised by the
food and style of service.
"Having this beautiful facility
to use for large groups has been a
great improvement for Catering
Services," said Miller. "We're
just pleased that we can be involved in an event such as this."
Tickets are $18 per person and
will be available starting
Monday.

Henry receives national honor
G-A Staff

GSU President Nicholas L.
Henry has been elected as a fellow of the National Academy of
Public Administration, the largest and oldest organization of its
type in the United States.
The new fellows will be formally introduced to the membership at the annual NAPA banquet
in Washington, D.C. on Nov. 8.
Henry is one of 15 new fellows
including former U.S. Secretary
of Defense James Schlesinger,
U.S. Ambassador to Argentina
Terence Todman; Manuel Pacheo, president of the University
of Arizona; William F. Raub,
deputy director of the National
Institutes of Health; and Stephen

E. Higgins, director of the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, U.S. Department of the
Treasury
Henry has authored or edited a
dozen books on public administration, and is frequently sought
as a consultant on public affairs
issues. His book, "Public Administration and Public Affairs," is
the only American textbook on
public administration to be translated and published in Japanese.
Henry received his Ph.D. in
political science from Indiana
University and also holds degrees from Centre College and
Penn State.
The Academy is a prival ,
non-profit corporation chartered

by Congress to improve the effectiveness of government at all
levels: federal, state, and local.
The Academy works toward that
end using the unique individual
and collective experience of its 400
elected fellows, as practitioners
and students of government, to
provide expert advice and counsel
to government leaders.
NAPA fellows are elected by
their peers, who include cabinet
members, governors, members of
congress, mayors, prominent
business executives who have
served in government, professional government managers
and scholars who specialize in
public affairs and administration.
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Announcements |
Friday, October 18
•Blood pressure will be
checked for free. Cholesterol
screenings will be done for $2
for faculty and staff at the GSU
Nursing Faculty's clinic from
12:30 until 2:30 p.m.
•Don't
Tell Mom
the
Babysitter's Dead will be shown
through Saturday at the
University Union at 7 and 9:3C
p.m.

Saturday, October 19
•A Volleyball Tournament
will be played at 3 p.m. at

Sweetheart Circle.

Sunday, October 20
•The movie Rebel Without
aCause will be shown today and
tomorrow at 7 and 9:30 p.m. at the
Union Theater.
Before the movie, there will be
a James Dean look-a-like contest
at 6:30 p.m. For more
information call 681-5442.

Monday, October 21
•Marty Blake will give a
seminar entitled, "The NBA: Its
Growth and Its Future. Blake is

the Chief Scout of the National
Basketball Association (NBA).
The program will begin at 7
p.m. in the Foy Recital Hall. It is
sponsored by CLEC, the physical
Education Department and Sports
Management.
For more information call
681-5925.
•Celeste Miller will be performing "Lost and Found
inAmerica: Some of the Stories"
at 8 p.m. in the Foy center. The
performance fuses dance and theatre. For more information call
681-5434.
•Drivin'-N-Cryin' will play
at Hanner Field House on Nov.
14. Tickets will go on sale today.
The price will be $8 for students
and $10 for non-sfndents.

Friday, October 18,1991

The concert is sponsored by
Union Productions and 1-95
Radio.
•Medicine Men will play an
outdoor concert at Landrum at 5:0C
p.m.
•Tryouts for "A New Mind," a
Contemporary
Christian
Outreach Music Group , will be at
the Wesley House at 6:30 p.m.
Positions available are tenor,
pianist, drummer, bass and lead
guitarist.

8:00 p.m.
•Michael Obrenovich will
give a lecture, "Using Humor
and Cartoons to Communicate
Effectively," at 7 p.m. in Union
280. The lecture is sponsored by
CLEC.
•There will be a student art
exhibit, Art in the Round, at the
Student Union Rotunda from 12-2
p.m.

Friday, October 25

Illusion will be shown at the L
Union Theater at 7 and 9:30
p.m.The movie will be shown today and tomorrow.

Saturday, October 26
•GSU vs. Central Florida at
Allen E. Paulson Stadium at 1 j
p.m.
i

Sunday, October 27
•Jungle Fever will be shown
today and tomorrow at the Union
Theater at 7 and 9:30 p.m.

•FX 2: The Deadly Art of

Tuesday, October 22
•The movie Tootsie will be
shown at the Union Theatre at
4:45 and 7 p.m.

UNIVERSITY UNION

Wednesday, October 23

THEATER PRODUCTIONS

•Comedian, Todd Yohn, will
perform at the Union Theater at

UNION <JP Af
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Europeans amused with Thomas hearings
By Juan O. Tamayo
Knlght-Rldder Newspapers
BERLIN - As Americans were
spellbound by the controversy
surrounding Judge Clarence
Thomas, many European newspapers were snickering at their
obsession with the private sex
lives of public figures and pronouncing it all "a grand psychodrama, la Americaine."
Newspapers in male-dominated Spain hinted that Anita
Hill was a spurned lover suffering from "galloping jealousy."
French journals blamed the
scandal on the Americans'
"exaggerated moralism and inquisitorial passion."
Italian journalists also questioned the veracity of the
Oklahoma law professor whom
they called "La Hill" and noted
that "puritan Americans ... have
been transformed into television
voyeurs, entertained by barracks
language."

Only British newspapers dealt
seriously with central issue of
Hill's sexual harassment allegation against Thomas. Indeed,
neither the French nor Italians
appear to have a specific term for
the crime: Their newspapers described Hill's charge as "sexual
molestation."
And only one Spanish commentator, Dario Valcarcel of the
ABC news magazine, saw anything positive at all in the scandal, which held up Thomas' nomination to the Supreme Court and
gripped Americans' attention for
a week.
"American society, one of the
most harsh, competitive and violent, continues to keep itself at the
head of the world based on certain
values: truth, honor and personal
dignity," Valcarcel wrote in
Tuesday's edition.
"From this side of the Atlantic
it may be worthwhile meditating
on the case," he added. While
Spain sweeps its scandals under

the rug as "small comedies ...
from America we see this duel on
a supreme issue, this tragedy."
Europeans long have been baffled by the U.S. public's fascination with the peccadilloes of public
figures. Even Watergate, the
scandal that brought down
President Nixon, was seen on the
Continent as nothing more serious than the type of misdeeds that
their politicians engage in regularly.
But Europeans become particularly puzzled when the U.S.
scandals involve sex.
In countries where the sex
lives of politicians are considered to have no bearing on their
job and therefore are rarely
recorded by the press, the Gary
Hart and Sen. Edward Kennedy
scandals were seen as entertaining glimpses into the puritan
U.S. views on sex.
The Thomas case in fact received little attention in the
European press until Saturday,

when journalists began focusing
not much on the allegations of
sexual harassment but on the
American public's obsession with
the scandal.
The leading Paris newspaper
Le Monde called the affair "a
grand
psycho-drama,
la
Americaine" and blamed it on
"exaggerated moralism and inquisitorial passions, sordid
muckraking and outdated political thinking."
Spain's ABC correspondent in
New York, Juan Vicente Boo,
said the televised Senate
Judiciary Committee hearings on
the Hill allegations had provided
"drama a thousand times better
than Perry Mason and 'Dallas'
combined."
Boo said that "the great majority" of Americans did not believe
Hill's allegations and added that
she might be suffering from
"schizophrenia or galloping jealSee European, page 7

Teens eager to help and assist during hard times
By Eileen Ogintz
Chicago Tribune
America's oft-maligned teenagers are, in fact, tuned in to the
nation's problems, eager to help
solve them and ready to make
sacrifices to assist their parents
in surviving hard economic
times.
These are some of the findings
of a new study on the family to be
released Tuesday by the American Board of Family Practice,
representing the nation's secondlargest medical specialty. The
study was commissioned, board
officials said, to determine the
impact of social and psychological factors on the health of
America's families.
According to the board, the
survey of 1,050 adults and 400
teens is the first to look at how
adults and adolescents are coping
with economic and social pressures of the'90s.
"This turns the image of the
selfish teen on its head," said
John Pollock, a New Jersey social
scientist whose firm prepared the
study.
"They are as concerned as
adults - or more concerned about every issue. And they are
very clearly willing to shoulder
responsibility to help their families survive economic challenges."
The study, which put the same
questions to adults and teens,
found that the two groups view the
same issues as paramount. Both
worry about:
-The deterioration of the environment, with its health-threat-

ening consequences (72 percent of
adults; 78 percent of the teens).
—The poor education being offered children (62 percent of
adults; 75 percent of teens).
-A family member's becoming a crime victim (61 percent oi
adults; 75 percent of teens).
-A family member's getting
AIDS (58 percent of adults; 74 percent of teens).
-The national economy's
worsening into a depression (58
percent of adults; 70 percent of
teens).
The vast majority of those surveyed, 84 percent of the adults and
79 percent of the teens, believe that
drinking and drunken driving
are the most serious problems facing teens. Abuse at the hands of
parents, teen suicide, the temptation to use drugs, the fear of pregnancy and the pressure to have
sex at an early age are other top
concerns of both groups.
The study concludes that the
most pressing problems facing
today's teens are "not those of
finding satisfying activities or
relationships with friends. ...
Rather, teenagers and adults
agree that the danger lies in the
possibility of self abuse or the tolerance of abuse by others."
Dr.
John
Hayes,
an
Indianapolis psychiatrist who
serves as a director of the Board of
Family Practice, said the fact that
teens and adults voice the same
concerns
suggests
that
Americans are communicating
better across the generation gap.
"Parents need to know that a
majority of teens say they would
help if they knew the family was

struggling," he said. "And if the
teens do help, that's likely to increase their sense of belonging."
The study shows that the carefree time of childhood no longer
extends through the teen years
and that teen-agers' level of
awareness of social and economic problems is more akin to
that of young adults. Concern
among teens about crime is so
high in fact that, in some cases,
they are taking more precautions
than adults: 77 percent of teens
and 66 percent of adults say they
avoid unsafe areas, and 58 percent of teens and 43 percent of
adults say they wear less expensive clothing, for example.
The findings of the survey,
carried out by J.C. Pollock
Associates of Princeton, N.J., are
based on 30-minute phone interviews in May and June with adult
and teen subjects throughout the
country.
The study confirms that in the
wake of the recession, significant
majorities of Americans are buying fewer clothes, eating out less
often, taking fewer vacations and
even going to fewer movies.
Within their families, 73 percent
of adults and 58 percent of teens
report talking more about how to
spend less and save more.
Yet despite the difficulties of
cutting back in their own lives,
those questioned in the study say
government and corporations
should do more to help the unemployed and to stabilize the economy. Most, 83 percent of adults,
believe the government is underreporting unemployment figures.

More than 60 percent say they
would be willing to pay more
taxes to help retrain those who
were out of work.
"People are not confident about
the security of their lives, of
whether they can continue to en-

See Teens, page 7
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Statesboro
Mall
SGA President Chris Clark presents Dr. Henry with a $5000
check for the scholarship fund. The money was made from
SGA's refrigerator rentals. (Photo by Robby Weatherly)

Wednesday, Oct. 23rd
8:00 pm
Union Theatre

489 - 2881
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What's the matter with men todav?
By Randy Brown
Knlght-Rldder Newspapers
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WICHITA, Kan. - You've
heard about the growing men's
movement. Guys are heading
into the wilderness, beating on
drums, getting in touch with their
feelings, sharing their pain. Beer
sales may never be the same.
Actually there's a serious side
to the male movement.
It's true that we men have been
knowingly, willingly, systematically and happily oppressing
women since the first male slug
struggled out of the primeval
slime, looking for the TV remotecontrol device.
So what do we have to show for
spreading all this abuse? Bad
stomachs and quick trips to the
graveyard.
Men have the worst of both
worlds. We are the oppressors
who created this foolish, materialistic society, with all of its
ridiculous expectations and demands, and we are victims of it,
as well.
We feel guilty. Not only that,
we have no claim to the feelings
of righteousness and rectitude
that go with real victimization.
Delicious, if pathetic, irony,
rugged feminists might say.
Anyway, this running-theworld business isn't easy.
Actually, it's depressing. Actually, it's a killer.

It's ugly, guys.
Let's go to the big, grim scoreboard with its big, ugly picture:
-Suicide. Men kill themselves
at a rate four times higher than
women.
-Alcoholism. More than twothirds of all alcoholics are men.
-Drugs. About 50 percent more
men than women are drug
abusers. Men commit nine times
more drug and alcohol violations
than women.
-Education. About 60 percent
of high school dropouts are men.
-Homelessness. More than 80
percent of America's homeless
are men.
-Disease. Stress-related diseases, the real killers such as
heart disease and some cancers,
are far higher in men than
women.
-Death. And, of course, the life
expectancy for men is 10 percent
less than women.

Brothers, we're a mess.
As the Utne Reader, that bastion of the alternative press, put it
a few months ago, "Even men
who think they've got it made
spend most of their lives taking
orders at work."
The magazine's point:
Society exploits virtually everybody. Our economic and political system may empower many
more men than women, but it
doesn't really empower very
many of either. So most men are
in confusion and anguish about
their roles and their lives, just
like most women.
And even men who have real
power over their lives and destinies are dying for it.
No wonder guys are heading
into the wilderness, beating on
drums, getting in touch with their
feelings, sharing their pain.
A couple of beers wouldn't hurt,
either.
Andrew Kimbrell, writer, attorney and economist, suggests
founding a national Man's
Action Network.
Kimbrell thinks men of the
current generation have a unique
opportunity in history to escape
their destructive new image:
"autonomous, efficient, intensely
self-interested and disconnected
from the community and the
Earth."
Over the past 150 years, he
writes, "the demands of the

Industrial Age have forced men
off the land, out of the family and
community and into the factory
and office. The male as steward
of family and soil, craftsman,
woodsman, native hunter and
fisherman has all but vanished."
Thus men have lost touch with
the most important things in their
lives, and their roles and virtues,
as well.
We have fallen, Kimbrell
says, into a terrible trap: the
"cerebral, desiccated world of our
competitive corporate culture."
He has a male manifesto to
heal the wandering beast.
—On the personal agenda, men
need to reconnect with their
wives, children, neighbors and
friends.
-On the social agenda, they
need to become involved with
their children's education, with
their own communities and with
the environment.
-On the political agenda, they
need to work to eliminate racism.
Minority men have it worst of all
and they need to fight threats to
male health: suicide, drug and
alcohol abuse, AIDS and stressrelated diseases.
And wild-man weekends in
the woods, intense male bonding
beyond the football scores, are
great picker-uppers, paths to selfdiscovery and personal empowerment, says Kimbrell.
In short, men should stop com-

Sexual harassment is hard to define
By Karen Heller

Knight-Ridder Newspapers

In the last few months, it seems
we've heard more accusations
about the private lives of public
figures than ever before. Now
Anita Hill has pointed a long
finger toward Clarence Thomas,
accusing him of something for
which there is no evidence, no
record and no other witnesses.
Sexual harassment is an ugly,
fuzzy-mess. It's hard to prove,
hard to prosecute and even harder
to shake off once the charge is
made - for both the accuser and
the accused.
In a land where people live to
litigate, the first known court
case didn't surface until "six
years ago;" it wasn't until 1986
that the Supreme Court ruled that
sexual harassment was equal to
sexual discrimination. This is
"one of those issues that makes
our stomach hurt," as Patricia
Ireland, National Organization
for Women vice president,
succinctly put it.
Harassment, like obscenity, is
difficult to define. But, just like
Potter Stewart, many women will
tell you "they know it when they
see it."
The problem is, men often see
something else entirely.
Look at Sen. Arlen Specter, RPa., who dismissed Hill's
allegations due to, among other
things, "the absence of any
touching." Look at all those
confused senators charging that
the basic problem with Hill's
accusation is its tardiness,
neglecting to mention that it was
the FBI who contacted Hill (rather
than the other way around, as

some senators led people to
believe), neglecting to mention
that the Senate Judiciary
Committee basically neglected
her comments in the FBI report.
From Oct. 1, 1989, until Sept.
30, 1990, the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, which
Thomas
once
supervised,
received 5,694 sexual harassment
complaints, up 52 percent from
1981. But studies show that as few
as 6 percent of all incidents ever
result in filed complaints. As we
all know, whistle-blowers, of any
ilk, do not tend to win popularity
contests.
I asked around. I asked
women if they had ever been
sexually harassed on the job.
Many of them said yes, but then
paused and added, "Well, it depends how you define it."
Who does the defining? The
woman who doesn't like her
superior talking about dirty
movies, or the man who says
touching should be involved?
Something else has got me
worried, besides the harassment
charges and the men-will-bemen attitude of the Senate.
The Thomas confirmation
process was almost 100 days old
when the judge asked for a
reprieve to clear his name. And
during this
endless
investigation, Thomas' character his triumph over poverty, his
ascent into the inner sanctum of
power - was discusssed far more
than his experience.
There's a line in Chekhov's
"Uncle Vanya" where the
beauteous Yelena turns to plain
Sonya and says, "You have
lovely hair," to which Sonya
responds, "They always say you

have lovely hair when they can't
think of anything else to say."
And they tend to talk about
character when they can't refer to
solid judicial experience,
important decisions or landmark
cases. You didn't hear senators
going on about character when
Scalia, O'Connor or Rehnquist
were submitted for their approval.
In a land of 724,000 lawyers,
almost 700 federal judges and
more state and municipal judges
than you can buy, George Bush
has nominated a man with a total
of 17 months on the bench and a
rocky history at the EEOC. Last
year's Supreme Court nominee,
David Souter - although a Rhodes
Scholar and a judge since 1978 hails from New Hampshire
(where cases don't tend to get national scrutiny) and is so private
about so much that who knew what
he thought about recycling, let
alone capital punishment and
"Roe v. Wade?"

People have more contempt for
United States senators than ever
before.

Got a hot
news tip?

George-Anne

681-S24C

Maybe nothing. But men are
obviously experts at meaningless
work and self-destruction, and
the manifesto's a dandy one.
Now, if we guys will just throw
away our TV remote-control devices, we'll have time to accomplish some of these things.
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Call us...
The

peting for worthless prizes, ana
pull together.
OK, Kimbrell works out of Our
Nation's Capital yes, inside the
Beltway so what would he know
about men living in harmony
with themselves, one another and
nature?
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The George-Anne is distributed free of charge on the Georgia Southern University campus
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*We gratefully acknowledge the theft of our slogan from Robert Williams of the Blackshear
Times. Call Bob and he can tell you who he stole it from originally.

Guess the prevailing White
House wisdom is that it's better to
nominate someone who has been
on the bench for three minutes or
has been hiding his opinions in
New England than suggesting a
jurist with a long, established
record that - egad! - might
reveal the person's views on
abortion and other issues.
I would settle for a little less
emphasis on character for a
national reputation for judicial
and legal excellence. They
started all this business talking
about Thomas' character and,
apparently, that's the way it's
going to end.
But at least one good thing has
come out of this mess.
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Students should vote on
senate replacements
Last week, three senator-at-large positions were
filled by the vote of the Student Government Association
senate.
According to the SGA constitution, "...applications
will be taken one week following the vacancy of the position ... appointments will be made by majority vote of
the senators present."
Suddenly, an elected position becomes decided by
SGA alone. And a major constitutional weakness is
shown.
No publicity is required. No student vote. No campus
participation is required.
In addition, it would seem that the senate position
vacated by Jonathan Brown, who was elected vice
president of auxiliary affairs during the same week,
had no week-long period of taking applications. SGA
just used the applications received at the beginning of
the quarter to fill the position.
According to reports, the position was filled the
same night Brown resigned to take the higher position.
All this in a week that students - in record numbers
— voted to fill a single executive position. It would not
have been any more trouble to hold an election for the
senatorial positions at the same time.
On Nov. 1, the period of time begins when amendments may be made to the SGA constitution. Perhaps
the SGA should review the rules — change the rules to
a fair and reasonable method of replacing senators then follow them.

An open letter
To the students who vandalized the Williams Center
last weekend,
You can't imagine what an impression you made on
your fellow students Sunday when both the men's
room and the hall were found trashed. Quite frankly,
your reasoning and dubious sobriety were questioned.
What were you thinking about when you tore apart
the towel dispenser, and stole the mirror? Were you attempting to show your engineering skills when you
disassembled a toilet tissue holder and left half of it in
the toilet?
Or perhaps you were attempting to prove your superior intelligence when you urinated on the floor.
Were you comfortable sitting in the makeshift seats
you made out of two High Hope recycling boxes? We are
still not sure of the significance of the shredded toilet
paper in the hall and the beer cans in the toilet.
And we wonder why the citizens of Statesboro look
upon college students as irresponsible, childish alcoholics.
Go figure.

Other voices...
May we have a little sanity, please?
Apparently not. The Aldine School District has
joined a growing list of Houston-area schools banning
Halloween costumes because they supposedly promote
satanic worship.
This danger will be news to the millions of
Americans who have grown up having kiddy fun with
Halloween, spooking and being spooked, without ever
taking up satanism. The incidence of human sacrifice
among American adults is remarkable low.
But the Houston-area district have decided that kids
dressing up like witches and devils and other things
that go bump in the night are, in the words of a district
spokesman, "indicative of satanic circles."
The hysteria seems indicative of certain other
circles, too. Like the little ones folks make with their
index finger up by the side of their head.
-The Atlanta Journal I Constitution
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Thomas should not have been confirmed
The universe seems bankrupt
as soon as we begin to discuss the
characters of individuals.
-Henry David Thoreau
It seems incredible to me that
in this nation of 250 million
people our president couldn't find
a Supreme Court nominee who: 1)
is qualified and experienced
from the legal standpoint, and 2)
has a character greater than the
average Ogeechee Fair roadie.
The things Clarence Thomas
allegedly said to Anita Hill made
even Ted Kennedy blush. Among
other things, he is supposed to
have bragged to her about the size
of his...uh...willy.
He also allegedly described
pornographic movies to her, including some involving animals. Although it's encouraging
to hear that he - like myself- has
an affection for critters, that
sounds a little extreme.
Some people I've talked to
think Hill just plain lied.
What did she have to gain by
lying about this? Nothing.
What did she have to lose by
coming forward? Her privacy, her

Points to ponder...
Jason Lewis

career, her connections in the legal world, and most tragically,
her dignity.
It's unfortunate that most
people formed their opinion of
Hill without knowledge of the
facts. Many believe she must have
been lying because she waited so
late to come forward.
How it actually happened was
that the FBI approached her in
September to investigate incidents
occuring several years ago.
The
Senate Judicial
Committee had access to this FBI
report, but agreed to keep it confidential because Hill did not want
to go public with the allegations.
However, the information was
leaked to the news media
(probably by one of the liberal
senators' staff). Then the press

questioned her about the case and
she cooperated, because she - like
myself - believes this is not the
type of man that should be on the
Supreme Court.
A couple of people told me that
some special interest group payed
Hill to accuse Thomas of sexual
harassment. If this is true, the
National Organization for
Women or the NAACP must have
some psychics on their staffs.
Witnesses have testified that
Hill told them of the harassment
as early as 1983.
Strangely, most females seem
to be among the most strongly opposed to Hill. But I think this is
good news because it indicates
they probably haven't been victims of harassment.
One senator said Hill should

have had the burden of proof, and
the benefit of the doubt should have
been given to Thomas. Had this
been a criminal trial, I would
agree.
However, when it comes to determining the make-up of the
Supreme Court, the benefit of the
doubt should have rested with the
American people.
Anyway, back to my original
point. Why could Bush not come
up with someone possesing at least
the minimal qualifications I
listed earlier?
Thomas was never seriously
touted as the most qualified for the
job of Supreme Court justice. Bush
made a shrewd political move by
nominating a black conservative.
Throughout the nomination
hearings Thomas refused to give
any concrete statements about his
opinions. Instead, his platform
was built on his character as a
minority who came from a disadvanted background.
He lived by his character, and,
in light of the allegations, he
should have died by his character.

Sexual harassment can be caused by anyone
The news is full of it, the
magazines are full of it, there's
hardly anything else on TV, and
folks in the workplace are getting
kind of nervous about it.
That's right, I'm talking about
sexual harassment. Since all the
flap started about Judge Thomas
allegedly subjecting a co-worker
to sexual harassment, a lot of
folks have been wondering about
what is and is not OK.
First of all, who can be
harassed, and who can do the
harassing? The answer to both
questions is just about anybody.
While most incidents of sexual
harassment are cases of men
making heterosexual advances
toward women, it could involve
either gender with either gender.
The only thing necessary is that
one person be in a position to
sexually coerce or offend another.
Let's say that a man asks his
secretary out on a date. Is he
guilty of sexual harassment?
Yes and No. See how quickly I
cleared that up? But seriously
folks, this is how it works.
If he asks her out, does it in a
genteel manner, and makes it
clear that she has a choice in the
matter, it is not sexual harassment. If he is rather rude and

Let me see if I got this straight
D. J. Smith

crude in his proposition, and he
is the use of rank or position in the
hints - or flatly states - that her company to gain the sexual favors
career is on the line, then it is ha- of another, or the use of sexual farassment.
vors to gain rank or position in
Going one step further, if she the company.
says no, and he continues to anBut that's not the only form it
noy her with requests for dates,
can take, and here's where a lot of
starts making her life on the job
guys start getting nervous. The
difficult, etc., then it is harass- other form of sexual harassment
ment.
most often encountered in the
Let's consider the case that she workplace is generally termed ofsays yes, they start dating, and
fensive language.
develop a relationship. When they
A group of guys tell an offare at work together, he puts his
color joke in the presence of a fearm around her, calls her
male co-worker. Are they guilty of
"sweetie", and pats her on the
sexual harassment? Yes and No.
fanny when he walks past her. Is You knew I was going to say that,
this sexual harassment? Yes and right?
No. Right back where we started.
If the lady doesn't mind the
It is now a few months later, joke, the language, etc., then it is
and the lady tells him one
not harassment. But if she is
evening that in light of their very offended, and says so, and they
special relationship she expects a continue, it is harassment.
promotion and a pay raise. Now
A guy can be a victim of sexual
she is sexually harassing him.
harassment under exactly the
So the most commonly recogsame circumstances.
nized form of sexual harassment
This rule also extends to offen-

Life M*
HfcLU

sive slogans, pictures, desk
decorations, coffee mugs, etc. If
someone acts offended or states
that they are offended, you'd better
get rid of the offending item. If
you don't, you are sexually harassing that person.
Both parties in an incident of
sexual harassment have a certian
responsibility.
The person feeling harassed
has a responsibility to let these
feelings be known in a clearly
stated manner, informally at
first, and in the form of a formal
complaint if it continues.
The person doing the harassing has the responsibility of discontinueing the offensive acts if a
complaint is made known.
If you suspect that you may be
committing an act that could be
seen as sexual harassment, here
are some simple guidelines to
examine:
1. Has anyone complained
about it?
2. If your acts were witnessed
by a third party, would they be
likely to be impressed by your
professionalism?
3. Would you want your wife,
sister, or daughter subjected to the
same treatment?

See Harassment, page 7
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People in
the news
By Cheryl Levenbrown
Knlght-Rldder Newspapers
Salman Rushdie's latest short
story has Christopher Columbus
discovering and exploring a
whole new world: Queen
Isabella's bedroom, to be specific.
"On his saint's day (Isabella)
summons him into her inmost
boudoir, dismisses her girls,
permits him to braid her hair
and, for a moment, to fondle her
breasts. ... Toying with Columbus
pleases the Queen," reads an excerpt from Rushdie's tale, which
Newsweek reports will appear in
the November issue of Esquire
magazine.
And just what was it Columbus
was really looking for? In a
word, "consummation," he
breathlessly tells the queen of
Spain.
To the explorer, Isabella's
"face is a lush peninsula set in a
sea of hair. Her treasure chests
are inexhaustible," writes the
"Satanic
Verses"
author.
Meaning that the world isn't flat?
Martin Sheen chalked up another arrest in his activist career.
The actor and 32 other environmental protesters scaled a fence
Sunday around a hazardouswaste incinerator under construction in East Liverpool, Ohio,
and ended up in police custody. "I
don't look forward to this kind of
activity, but you do what has to be
done," said Sheen, who was released after posting $250 bail on
the criminal trespassing charge.
Greenpeace was one of the organizers of the protest.
"Married ... With Children"
star Katey Sagal suffered a miscarriage and was hospitalized
Monday in Los Angeles. Sagal,
who was seven months along,

Of men and movements: a dangerous combination
By Dave Barry
Knight-Ridder Newspapers
was listed in satisfactory condition and will remain at CedarsSinai Medical Center for several
days, said a studio spokesman.
"Jack White, Miss Sagal's
partner and father of the child,
was with her throughout the
night," said a spokesman for the
actress, who plays the housewife
of the Bundy brood.
Sagal's pregnancy had been
written into the rude and crude
sitcom as well, but it remains to
be seen how the show will deal
with the miscarriage. "There's
been no discussion, let alone any
decision, in connection with the
storyline in the series," said Don
DeMesquita of Columbia Pictures
Television.
Veteran newsman Roger
Mudd will undergo reconstructive knee surgery at Johns
Hopkins University Hospital, an
operation expected to keep him off
the
"MacNeil-Lehrer
NewsHour" for about a month, the
Washington Post reports. The 63year-old journalist, who had
similar surgery last year on his
other knee, says the goal is to
"keep me on the tennis courts for
another 10 years."
Ronald and Nancy Reagan,
who arrived in Morocco on
Saturday for a five-day visit, had
a Sunday dinner date with King
Hassan II in Rabat, the capital.
The Reagans' itinerary includes
stops in Marrakesh and Fez. The
former first couple leaves
Wednesday for London.

QUOTE-UNQUOTE:
-"It's probably one of the most
exciting things that's been said
about me in a few years, because I
haven't done much. I haven't
See People, page 7

From Our Files

I

far worse initiations. This is the
first form of initiation that has
been imposed on the Freshmen
class since before the war. You
are one of a class that is helping
rebuild a tradition here at T.C.
[Teacher's College]. (You will appreciate being an upperclassmen
more next year.) Also if wearing
your rat cap and running your
Dear Editor:
I am a freshman staying in pants off after greasy pigs help
Sanford Hall who wishes to protest build up school spirit, it's worth itagainst the cruel and unfair at least it gives you something to
treatment we are getting. To be- talk about.
Always look at the bright side
gin with, this business of having
to wear rat caps is awful. I can't of college life and you'll find that
get a date because this old rat cap rat caps and greasy pigs can be
makes me look so silly and all fun. Later on, you'll look back on
your freshman year and you'll be
these upperclassmen are getting
glad you were treated "cruelly."
priority.
And I got rather angry last Can't you just see yourself makweek when we had to go to that foot- ing next year's Freshmen "step
ball game and chase after that pig. around." Scores of us upperclassmen regret that we didn't
It was unfair because I don't like
anything but softball and golf, not have some type of initiation; it
would have given us more school
football, and also:
Chasing a pig is beneath my spirit and a feeling of
"belonging."
dignity. You said in last week's
I don't know the situation conGeorge-Anne t hat rat caps should
cerning
the lack of dates, but the
be "worn with dignity"-who can be
dignified running his pants off af- fact that there are more men on
the campus than women might
ter an old greasy hog? Most of us
have something to do with it.
couldn't catch him anyway, and
...surely you can't blame that on
just got dirty and sweaty.
Well, I better quit before I re- your rat cap.
Think your problems over and
ally get steamed up. It all makes
look
at them in an optimistic way;
me mad. This is the one agency
I'm sure you'll change your
thru which I can speak my mind.
mind. I repeat "... Wear your rat
A FRESHMAN
cap with dignity, and be proud you
are a Freshman."
Reply:
THE EDITOR
Be a sport! Most schools have
G-A Files

The following is a letter to the
editor and the editor's reply from
the October 10, 1949 edition of the
George-Aiine. Reading this
should help freshmen appreciate
the fair treatment they receive today.
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I got to thinking about the
Men's Movement recently when
our bathroom ceiling collapsed.
Maybe you've heard about the
Men's Movement. It consists of
men who feel they've lost touch
with their fundamental masculinity because of the restrictive
pressures of the modern world,
with its industrialization, neckties, fireworks regulations, etc.
So these men are forming groups
that only men can belong to,
similar to the U.S. Senate, except
that they engage in virile ritualistic male-bonding behavior such
as shouting and roaring and
hugging and pounding on
drums. I'm not making this
movement up. It was on the cover
of Newsweek, so you know it's not
just a passing fad. It's a fad that
will probably be around for
MONTHS.
The movement first caught on
in (surprise!) California, but has
spread widely. I have here a
newspaper article, clipped from
The Indianapolis Star by alert
readers Judy Voynow and Glenn
Woodruff, concerning a gathering of a group called the Indiana
Men's Council. The article,
written by Joseph T. Hallinan,
states that, before the group members started drumming, they
formed a circle, and each man
introduced himself by giving his
name and the names of his father
and paternal grandfather, as in:
"I am Bob, the son of Fred, the son
of Norbert." After each man
spoke, the other men shouted

For alert readers only...
Dave Barry
"HO!"
Here's my favorite section of
the article:
"Sunday's gathering was the
first time that women had been
allowed to attend a meeting of the
Men's Council. The women stood
in the circle, with their men, and
when it came their turn they, too,
were asked to cite their male lineage.
"After the first woman did so,
the men around her shouted,
■HO!'"
"She looked taken aback by the
response, and then one of the men
explained they were not calling
her a "ho,' that it was just something they said."
Maybe the men should yell
something less ambiguous, such
as "ROGER!" or "NICE SET OF
PATERNAL NAMES!" But I
think the Men's Movement is a
fine idea. I'm definitely out of
touch with my own masculinity, a
fact that was driven home when
our bathroom ceiling collapsed.
This of course happened at 1
o'clock on a Sunday morning,
which is when, as you homeowners know, the House Destruction
Satellite, orbiting high above the
Earth, beams down its powerful
Decay Ray. We heard a loud
crash, and we went into the bathroom, and the ceiling was lying
on the floor in a sodden mass,

The legend of Eagle Creek
By Carolyn McWilliams
Staff writer

Recently, a friend and I were
discussing the Eagle
Football
team and how their wins and
losses fluctuate each season.
" I believe alot of it has to do
with superstition," says Mike
Lightsey.senior,. " And the last
time I looked, Eagle Creek was
dry."
While the Eagle Football
team's record is almost spotless
and the winnings are based on
hardwork and determination,
some people believe that the magical creek waters have to do with
the spirit of the team.
Other sports teams have legends similar to Eagle Creek.
"One that was told to me when I
was younger is based on the
Auburn tiger football team." says
Chuck Herbert, sophomore." At an
earlier game, the tigers were losing when an eagle started circling the stadium. The crowd began screaming *War Eagles' and
the team won the game.
Supposedly, that's how they acquired thename used today."
"At the University of Georgia
after our victories we ring a bell
which is heard all over Athens."
says Mickey Daniels, a junior at
UGA
"Sometimes we ring it until
midnight. It becomes an inspira-

tion to our team and to our fans because they are proud to hear that
bell ring."
Eagle Creek has become a tradition at GSU dating back to the
first football team in 1981. In the
book, Just One More Time by Jim
Halley and Mark McClellan, a
brief history of the Eagle Creek
legend is given.
On an away trip to northern
Iowa, it says, "Erk Russell had
been concerned about how his.
players would feel so far away
from home. A little psychology
was in order.
Russell had spoken often and
passionately of a little drainage
ditch beside the team's practice
fields."
Before the game, Russell took a
jug of the Eagle Creek water and
poured it on certain parts of the
field. "The Eagles were probably
hoping for a little magic."
Needless to say, they won the
game.
In a 1986 game against
Nevada-Reno, Erk
Russell
brought a jug of "Beautiful Eagle
Creek Water. It was his jug of
magic and the players would occasionaly gaze at it as if it were a
golden idol or a national championship trophy."
Before the game he "walked

with water pouring down on it
from somewhere in the attic.
"Ho!" I said, drawing on three
years of junior-high-school
Industrial Arts training. "Something is wrong!"
A virile man would have
known how to fix it. But I am totally out of touch with my masculine nature, so all'I could do was
call a plumber. He went into the
attic and, following his natural
masculine instinct, knew immediately what to do: call for more
plumbers. Soon there was a whole
tribal gathering up there, virile
men who were not afraid to crawl
around the attic and confront
naked plumbing and shout and
roar and pound on things. They
might also have been hugging. I
stayed downstairs, making coffee and keeping the checkbook
warm.
The problem turned out to be the
hot-water heater, which the previous owner, apparently as a prank,
had located over the ceiling, so
that it could do the maximum
possible amount of damage when
it leaked. The plumbers wanted to

put the new heater in a downstairs
closet.
Here's what a virile man
would have said: "OK."
Here's what I said: "I'll ask
my wife."
My wife said no. My wife is
completely in touch with her basic
femininity, and she is not about to
give up something precious,
something that women have
struggled for centuries to obtain,
something that they value more
than life itself: storage space.
You want to know why, 20,000
years ago, nomadic Asian peoples made the brutal, dangerous
trek across vast expanses of barren wasteland to come to North
America? Because nomadic
women heard that there were
caves here with plenty of room for
kitchen
implements.
Archaeologists are still finding
ancient stored pots.
So anyway, the plumbing tribe,
roaring and pounding, put the
new water heater up in our attic,
right next to the old one. Soon the
two heaters will start bonding,
with the old one passing along
ancient water-heater lore and
wisdom ("Sunday at 1 a.m.,
that's the time"). And one night
we'll hear two distinct metallic
voices shouting "HO!," and the
bathroom ceiling will collapse
See Men, page 7
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7 Days a Week
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"Georgia Southern Student Day"
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Student Entertainers Needed
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1991 Parents1 Weekend Student
Talent Show!
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Office of Special Programs, 289 Rosenwald.
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Volleyball team fights past Armstrong State
By Michael Strong
Sports Editor

By Michael Strong
Sports Editor

It's getting close to that time of
year, actually it has already begun.
The Division I-AA playoffs
loom on the horizon, at least for
myself and my staff.
Once again we will put out a
special playoff edition featuring
the teams that are in the semifinals of the playoffs.
Excuse the shameless selfpromotion, but you gotta do it when
you can.
With every championship
game comes the poster that promotes it and for the last couple of
years, the controversy that surrounds it.
Two years ago, the poster
showed two shadowy football players lined up across from one another in front of what was supposed
to be an old Southern mansion.

The Lady Eagles volleyball
team almost walked the plank
against the Armstrong State Lady
Pirates in Hanner Tuesday, but
prevailed in five games 15-12, 615,15-9,14-16,15-6.
"We went five [games]
against them last time," said
CoaCh J.B. Claiborne. "But, we
shouldn't have had this much
trouble this time."
The Lady Pirates were out to
prove that the last time was no
fluke.
After fighting the GSU to the
end in the first game, only to lose
15-12, they came back in the second game, led by Kareena
Kaminski, to swamp GSU 15-6.
But, the Lady Eagles righted
themselves and took the third
game fairly comfortably at 15-9.
The fourth game was a battle.

The Lady Eagles go up for a block against Armstrong State. They
defeated ASC in five games. (Photo by Robby Weatherly)
The Lady Eagles took an early
9-5 lead, but ASC crept back into
the game behind Kaminski's hittingShe had four kills and two
blocks during the game.

Football team to face
James Madison away

"We just couldn't stop her,"
said Claiborne. "She's a good all
around player. We're just lucky
they didn't have two or three of
her."
The Lady Pirates slowly

crawled back into the game finally knotting the score at 13-13.
The teams traded kills for 1414, then Kaminski hit a big spike
and GSU's Dee OarHell mishit a
set and the Lady Pirates pushed
GSU to a fifth game again.
Apparently, the ASC left something in the fourth game as GSU's
Nicci Borisek ran the score to 8-0
to begin the fifth.
Julie Ciezkowski hit a quick
set for a kill down the middle of
the court for the easy point and a
3-0 lead. Alexis Dankulic hit a
couple of spikes hard enough to
dismember an ASC player to help
during the 8-0 run.
However, the Lady Pirates
went On a run of their own when
they got the ball back.
They tried to make a game of
it by taking the next five points,
cutting the lead to 8-5.
GSU got it together after that

and cruised to the 15-6 win and
the match victory.
Claiborne was a bit puzzled
about his team's performance.
"They were flat, but I don't
know if it was because they were
tired from the weekend or if it was
because it wasn't USC-Aiken or
Spartanburg," he said.
Cardell finished the evening
with three kills and 33 assists.
Jennifer Petelle had nine
kills, three aces and was all over
the court.
Hitters Dankulic and Borisek
13 and 15 kills respectively. They
also had eight and tens digs.
The win gave the Lady Eagles
a 16-10 record and ASC dropped to
9-9.
The 16 wins already surpasses
the previous high of 13 wins from
last season.
They have a week off until
their next match against Paine
College in Augusta.

Cross Country team finishes strongly
at Furman Invitational last weekend

Well, the house turned out to be
in Indiana or someplace above the
I-formation which is similar to
Mason-Dixon line and many took By Eric Weisenmlller
GSU's offense.
Assistant Sports Editor
By Chris Smith
offense to "racist overtones" in the
Jody Lloyd (23:27), Melanie
First-year coach "Rip" Scherer
Crumbley (35:15), Tommy Trent
This Saturday GSU travels
Staff writer
picture. Whether or not they were
Jarvis (24:26), and Chrissy Beck
implemented
this
offense
the
(35:34), Brad Simmons (35:52),
Both of the GSU cross-country (27:16).
intentional or perceived is not an north to Harrisonburg, Virginia
third new offensive scheme in as
Gene
Sapino (35:53), Don Daniels
face
James
Madison.
teams compteted in the Furman
argument I care to engage in right to
The men were paced by Mike
many years - and has used it with
(35:54), Chris Sherwood (37:49),
University
in
their
final
regular
now, but the NCAA does have a
great effectiveness this year. The Invitational in Greenville, South King, who finished the 10k course Tim Willis (38:15), Mike
Carolina this past weekend.
track record of promotional post- season road game.
in a time of 32:49. Other top fin- Brinkmeyer (38:27), and Matt
Dukes have out-scored their oppoThe Dukes (5-1) are currently
The womens' team finished ishers for the mens' team were
ers that stir up controversy.
nents 89-39 in their last two
McDuffie (40:17).
12th out of 16 teams and the mens' Chris Smith (34:57), Cedric
Well, this year isn't going to be riding on a five game winning
games.
See Cross Country, page 7
streak
which
includes
two
imteam finished 15th out of 21
much different in regards to the
JMU
quarterback
Eriq
P
pressive wins on the road over
teaffibe meet was held on the
poster.
Williams has developed as an efAppalachian State and William
Furman University campus. Both
3
fective leader of their offense this
It's not racist or insensitive - & and Mary.
teams ran around the campus golf
3
season. Williams, in combinaThe Eagles evened up their
it's stupid! I don't know what the
couse as the womens' race was a
3
tion with 6'5" wide-receiver
5k and the mens' race was a 10k.
people in Alfred White's office record at 3-3 last week as they
Dwayne
Hayes,
provides
the
3
(it's his office that is in charge of walked all over Western
The women were led by Alicia
Dukes with a balanced offensive
3
the poster) are thinking, but it sure Carolina.
Hewes,
who finished the couse in
attack.
3
The 44-6 victory came at a
as hell isn't about the best way to
20:03. Other top finishers for the
GSU
will
have
to
continue
its
3
very opportune point in the seapromote the championship game.
women were Beth Thomas (20:48),
strong defensive play and guard
3 373 Savannah Avenue
This year's poster has a blurry son. The win gives the Eagles an
Angie Stewart (21:45), Gail
against the big play this week.
3 Statesboro, GA 30458
picture of someone in a marching added measure of confidence and
McLeroy (21:57), Gina Elliano
The
offense
must
also
elimi3 Phone (912)764-9839
band and the title is "Georgia on alleviates some of the pressure
(22:29), Jessica Lloyd (22:30),
nate turnovers. JMU has only
my Mind." The concept is good, resulting from this season's slow
turned the ball over six times this
start.
the results are awful.
season as opposed to GSU's fifteen.
Last week, the Eagles began to
The band member is from the
This factor may prove to be the difshow signs of improvement in
University of Georgia! What can
ference in the game.
their offense racking-up over 400
they be thinking? The University
The Eagles will also have to
yards in total offense.
of Georgia's band used to promote
overcome a number of injuries on
Quarterback Charles Bostick
a football game held in Statesboro
the offensive side of the ball.
had an impressive performance
for
the
Division
I-AA
Albert
Huntley , Shafton Fraley
gaining 104 yards rushing and
Championship!?!
and
Danny
Smith will not play
completing seven of nine passes
this week. Shane Maxwell is
for
135
yards.
It would seem that in an at"questionable" with a neck in"This was the first time all
tempt to avoid something
jury.
controversial, as the last two post- season we've really put four quar"This
will be a big toneers have been viewed, White has ters together on offense, on desetting game for us." said Coach
fense and on the kicking game.
managed to do it again.
Stowers.
Our offense is really beginning to
Golf clap everyone.
After this game, the Eagles
Someone on campus had a gel," said Coach Tim Stowers.
come back to Statesboro for the regreat idea for "Georgia on my
maining four games of the seaThis week's game will match
Mind": peaches on trees with a
Sig Ep, the nation's leading fraternity, is coming to campus on Monday,
son. This game may be crucial to
the
strengths
of
both
teams.
The
lush green orchard in the backthe secure any hopes of reaching
stingy GSU defense will have to
October 21.
ground.
the playoffs.
contend with James Madison's ofKickoff is scheduled for 1:30
I'd like to know where the fense which is has the ability to put
p.m.
(EDT) Saturday at
NCAA is getting their ideas for a lot of points on the board.
Find out why more men join Sigma Phi Epsilon every year than any
these posters from because it sure
Bridgeforth
Stadium
in
James Madison runs an
other fraternity. Attend the informational meeting on Wednesday,
as hell is not anyone (I hope) from option-based offense out of the
Harrisonburg, Virginia.
this institution or part of the state.
October 23, at 7:00 p.m., in the University Union, Room 241.
If they want to continue to
make money on this game, which
hasn't been the case until they
*265 Chapters (#)
sAY AND LESBIAN
held it here in the 'Boro, they need
to include this university in
*18,000 undergraduates (#1)
SUPPORT GROUP
planning the promotional poster.

oust

Flowers for any
occasion!

THE NEW FRATERNITY AT
GEORGIA SOUTHERN

Will we ever get out of the
shadow of the University of
Georgia? Welcome to the fastest
growing, most underfunded and
now the most overshadowed university in Georgia, if not the region or country!
Things just have a way of
working themselves out and
White has continued the tradition
of insensitive, moronic and idiotic posters.
Golf clap everyone.

*130,000 living alumni
*Founded in 1901 at Richmond College (University of
Richmond)
* The new fraternity of campus!

Triangle now has a RAP session.
Come and share
your feelings with others.
Contact the couseling center for
information.

Thompsons
Pools
10 Gallon Tank $10
Goldfish 2 for .59
watiffi
-

r- --•*•

cc

29 N. Zetterower 764-3442
(NEXT TO BUS STATION)

BUILDING BALANCED LEADERS FOR
AMERICA'S COMMUNITIES"
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Parking

Men

European

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 5

Continued from page 2

again. And the whole ritual will
be repeated.
But this time I will have a
meaningful role. This time I will
have my son stand with me, and,
as an older masculine man, I
will pass along to him the manly
virile wisdom that I have accumulated.
"Son," I will say. "For each
cup, you use one level scoop of coffee."

ousy," like the obsessive lover in
the movie "Fatal Attraction."
Italy's respected La Repubblica
newspaper headlined its story
Tuesday "Puritan America
Watches TV" and said the U.S.
public was as captivated as though
the show was "a Mike Tyson boxing match or the Gulf War."
New York correspondent
Arturo Zampaglioni called the
scandal "a national drama," a
"collective catharsis" and "a
soap opera" in which prudish
Americans were titillated by the
"barracks language of sexual
molestation."
Zampaglioni concluded by reporting that video shops on New
York's 42nd Street pornography
strip were experiencing a run on
X-rated movies by a character
whom Hill said that Thomas repeatedly had compared himself
to: Long Dong Silver.

tors section. He stressed that they
will be fined, even if they have not
purchased a parking decal, when
they park in this section.
Last year 204 vehicles were
towed from GSU parking lots due
to parking violations.

Harassment
Continued from page 4

4. Would you be ashamed or
embarrassed to tell your mother
about what you are doing?
If the answer is yes to one or
ee more of these questions, you
e should stop.
Well, I think I got all that
e
straight. If I messed up on
anything, y'all be sure to let me
know about it.

Teens
Continued from page 2
y joy a standard of living to which
ie they've become accustomed,"
said Dr. Paul Young, executive
director of the American Board of
Family Practice. "They're concerned about not making it."
Pollock said: "Teens are our
major resource for revitalizing
the American family. Still, we
need to make it clear that we're
not throwing all of the responsibility of the world on their shoulders."
Young noted that the two generations seemed to be talking
more to each other and trying
harder to make families work.
"People believe poor communication is the major problem that
can happen in a family," he said.
"The hopeful thing is that
American families feel if they
talk to each other, they have a
chance."

Eagle Creek
Continued from page 5
slowly down the middle of the
field sprinkling drops of the
magic liquid from one endzone to
the other."
People say the spirit of winning brought about by the first
football team at Southern flows
through these magical waters, so
after last Saturday's victory, I decided to take a walk down to
Beautiful Eagle Creek.
And
wouldn't you know it, the waters
were flowing.

People
Continued from page 5
(bleeped) any kangaroos lately,
so there's not much to talk about."
-David Bowie, commenting on
his ex-wife Angela's allegations
last summer that the rock star
had slept with Mick Jagger, in
Rolling Stone magazine.

in

"Vision on 66"
October 22 and 24, 8 p.m. Foy Recital Hall.
Free rickets for GSU students, faculty, and staff at the Union information desk.
For information call 681-5434
A Campus Life Enrichment Committee event

3'lig (lot

NBUIS

for %i\X

Continued from page 6
The next meet for GSU will be
Oct. 26 at home. This will be the
first and only home meet for the
Eagles and the last meet before the
conference. The meet promises to
be the most competative that GSU
has ever had .

DAYLIGHT

DON UTS
455 S. MAIN-ROUTE 301
ACROSS FROM CHINESE KITCHEN
1/4 MILE FROM GSU
MON. THRU SAT.
5AM-12AM
764-9536

GeorgeAnne

The Georgia Southern University
Campus Life Enrichment Committee presents

Cross Country

NOW OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT

The

^^^^■B

The Original Fraternity for Women
is Coming to GSU
Interviews October 27 & 28
Sign Up This Week in Dean Orr's Office
Rosenwald Bldg.
For More Information Call
681-5256 or 681-1291
Must have a 2.2 GPA and must not be in Developmental Studies.

Dr. Sherri L. Becker

Monday

Optometrist

Tuesday

Specializing in Adult and Children's
Eyecare and Contact Lenses

Wednesday

OFFICE HOURS
Mon. Tues. Wed. 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Thursday 9:30 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Friday 8:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

Thursday

Same Day Prescription Service
on Most Glasses

Friday

6 Lester Road

764-5609

Look for us!

SGA AA
Logo
Contest
COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIPS
GRANTS • LOANS
Results Guaranteed
1-800-527-1496

=^

If the emptiness of
depression is filling your
life or that of someone
close to you, call us.

* Design the SGA logo
*$50 prize for the best entry
*A11 students are eligible
* Winning entry
SGA Bannc
"Entries are due Oct. 23rd in the
SGA office, Union 207 by 5:00 p.m.

If you give a crap...

Get involved!

*For more information call 681 -5631

new
Rollerblades
I

681 - 6300

&

OAKLEYS
We have Fall Clothing
for all your ©s®Q
Weather Activities

Gafk
Center
at Memorial
Medical Center
In Statesboro, call
(912)489-3605
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Tuition
Continued from page 1
As states hurt by the recession
continue to cut higher education
budgets, the trend toward higher
tuition at public colleges and universities is expected to continue —
shifting the cost from taxpayers to
students.
For in-state students, tuition
and fees at four-year public colleges and universities average
$2,137 and rose 12 percent this
year, according to The College
Board survey. At public two-year
institutions, such as community
colleges, tuition and fees average
$1,022 and rose 13 percent.
Those increases are the highest since 1982-83. The rate of increase for tuition and fees at public institutions never hit doubledigits from 1984 until this year.
The story was different for
private colleges and universities,
which over the 1980s increased
tuition and fees at a steep rate.
Private institutions, some of
which now charge more than
$23,000 for tuition, fees, room and
board, have toned down increases, responding to consumer
anger about price tags.
At four-year private colleges
and universities, average tuition
and fees are $10,017 this year, an
increase of 7 percent over last
year. At private two-year colleges, tuition and fees average
$5,290, an increase of 6 percent.
"My understanding is that
some institutions will hold it to 5
percent next year," said Clare
Cotton, president of the Association of Independent Colleges
and Universities of Massachusetts. Cotton predicted that more
institutions will reduce expenses
rather than raise prices.
"The competition is extremely
strong for good students," Cotton
said, noting the dwindling number of 18-year-olds in the United
States. "And many colleges have
done about as much as they can
with their financial aid budgets."
Anticipating the trend, many
private colleges and universities
had already started cutting back
on expenses.
The College Board, which conducts a college-cost survey every
year, based its results on responses from 2,742 institutions
nationwide. For statistical consistency year-to-year, the figures
are weighted to reflect different
enrollments.
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One FREE Game Coupon
Per Person Halloween Day
Pp***

Halloween Give Away
World's Largest Treat

0

Oct21
Monday
5:00 p.m.

Come in
and
Register to
Win!
Join the
FUN!

Take Ten Arcade
HWY80E
Statesboro Mall

We reserve the
right to limit use or
invalidate pass.

Want to buy stero speakers, a sofa, or
a bike real cheap, come to the GIANT
garage sale sponsored by the Association of Ga. Southern Women and 2AE
on Sat. Oct. 19, 7am to 12 noon at
GSU Facility Club- on Ga Avenue
. betyiifl College Cine.ma.: .
>3«

PRODUCTIONS

GEORGIA

SOUTHERN

UNIVERSITY

Homecoming
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November 14 at 8 p.m. in
Hanner Fieldhouse
Presented by:
Union Productions and I-95

•Ticket Sales • ™

Start Monday, October 21
Sold from 11 am to 4 pm in
Union Theatre concession
stand.
$8 per student with Student
I.D.(one ticket only with I.D.)
$10 for non-students

?■...' ■■■'

Outside

Concert

IBM PS/2
Collegiate Tour

in front of

Landrum

Jomus...
Fun, food, and freebies. All on IBM. See how the IBM Personal
System/2® Selected Academic Solutions work for you. Ask about
special student prices and affordable loan payments* Don't miss
the IBM PS/2® Collegiate Tour on your campus.

The Medicine Men

October 25 th
ALL DAY
front of University Store
(in case of rain, site will be at Union Commons)

:®
• This offer is available lo qualified college students, faculty and staff that purchase IBM Selected Academic Solutions through
oarticipatinq campus outlets, IBM 1 800 222-7257 or IBM Authorized PC Dealers certified to remarket IBM Selected Academic
Solutions Orders are subject to availability. Prices are subject to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without notice.
IBM Personal System/2 PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. ©IBM Corporation 1991
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Major Prize Drawings at 4, 5, 6pm
Grand Prize - ARTCARVED RING
(must be present to win)

SUB EATING CONTEST - 5:30pm
V

>\ vll

25%

(must sign up by mid day)

1 COSTUME CONTEST - 6:30pm

on all items

A

(except texf&'ooks afihd sale items)

Prizes...Prizes...Prizes...
Prizes for Best Costume
Students, Faculty/Staff, Children

-1

I".'. - ■

I
1A

FUN...FUN...FUN...
Pinata Pokin
Free Candy
Costume Contest
Sub Eating Contest

3pm - 7pm

SUB PROVIDED BY THE PINES
PRIZES DONATED BY ARTCARVED, B&J
AWARDS, STRINGER OPTICAL,
JOSTENS, SOFFE, GEAR 4MGM SALES
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The Liveliest Classified Ad
Section in Georgia

-

01 •Announcements
An informal political discussion group is
held Mondays noon, rm 1 of Political Sci
Bldg. Open to students and faculty.
Any group wanting to assist w/ SGA's
Red Ribbon Wk (Oct 19-27) contact
SGA at 681-5631 ASAP.

FOR SALE: Double Bed, mattress and boi
spring, and matching chest of drawers
- $75, great condition, contact Joshua
at 489-1884, leave message.
Household refrigerator (Model GR-23)
$50. Call 681-7434 after 6 pm.

11-Help Wanted

Coming soon! SGA & Humane Society's
first Annual Adopt-A-Pet. For more
information call SGA at 681-5631 or
come by Union 207. Watch for details.

Gymnastics instructor for beginning
Winter qtr. Experience in teaching
pre-school and instructional
gymnastics preferred. Call Gay at
681-5555, or go by Gymanstics Ctr on
HWY 301, Wednesdays between 4 to
6pm.

Get your group ready! Start collecting
for the 2nd Annual SGA United Way
Fund Drive. For more information call
SGA 681-5631. Union Rm 207.
GSU's Non-Traditional Student
Organization will meet Tuesday,
October 22, 1991, at 5:15 p.m. In Room
271, Student Union Bldg.

RAISE $500...$ 1000...$ 1500

FOOL

Habitat for Humanity needs more volunteers. For more info, write c/o LB
12502. Meetings 1st & 3rd Wednesday
ea month at Union
Join GSU's COLLEGE BOWL Team. Test
your wits and your speed. Come by any
Monday at 8:00 to University Union
Room 273 to join In.
Kappa Alpha Theta wants youl We are
in search of a few sophisticated women
to be a part of GSU's newest sorority. Dc
you have what it takes to be a Theta.
Contact Dean Orr's office for more info.

m
For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.

MMivmr m mnsrmm MMMM
CALL 1-800-950 8472. ext. 50

- Friday, October 18,1991 —

14«Motorcycles
M Red Honda Nighthawk 450 good
engine seeds some minor cosmetic
work. Sell $650. Call Chad 764-6468.
Are you interested in motorcycles? If
so, join the Riding Eagles for fun and
friendship. Call Nathan at 489-8983 or
David at 7*4-2642.

I5-Musical
For s«le Yamaha PSR-70 keybrd w/
stand, 5 octaves, midi capability. $950.
Hardly used, excellent cond. Call Larkin
at 681-3133.
Sal*: Peavy guitar amp, chorus 212,
$320. Also, Washburn elec. Guitar
$119. Call 681-9178.

16-Pcrsonal
ADOPTION: Happily married couple
waiting to give your child Love,
Happiness, and a secure future.
Medical/Legal expenses paid. Call collect
anytime, John and Phyllis
(316)741-6618.
Catherine, Happy Anniversaryl Thanks
for the best six months of my life I I will
always love you! Your biggest fan,
Kevin Crooks.

Male roommate needed! ASAP! 3 bdrm
house, $113/mo., *3 Crescent Av. Call
681-9212 3-6pm or after 8pm

Roommate needed. $200/mo. Own
bdrm. Have washer/dryer. Must like
cats. Please call Cynthia, Karlin or Kim
at 681-3616.
Roommate wanted ASAPI 4BR house,
2-3 mi from campus. Furn washer,
dryer, big yard, pvt rm. Great landlord.
Only $140 + 1/4 util. 764-3621 Kelly.
ROOMMATE WANTED: ASAP. 4BR House,
2-3 miles from campus. Furnished,
washer/dryer, big yard, private rm.
Great landlord. Only $140.00 * 1/4
utilities. Call 764-3621 for Kelly.

-COMMERCIAL LISTINGS - are available at $2.50 per 25 words with a
minimum charge of $5.00. Classified display advertising is available at $5.00
per column inch per edition, with a one inch minimum size required. Payment
should accompany ad, unless advertiser has established credit. Tear sheets
will be mailed upon written request A charge of $1.00 per tear sheet requested
is assessed to cover mailing and handling. Contact the Advertising Department: ADS, L.B. 8001, GSU, Statesboro, GA 30460 or call 912/681-5418 .

Two female roommates needed. One
now, or two winter quarter. For more
information call 681-2283, ask for
Stephanie.

• GENERAL CLASSIFIED POUCY- The advertiser is responsible for proofreading ads upon publication. Any errors will be corrected upon written notice.
Ads should be in good taste, and are subject to standard editing procedures.
The editors reserve the right to refuse any classified ad.

Bills Pressing You? Need spending $$$?
Need money for college? Send SASE to
Campbell LB 9208 or Deloach LB 9206.

Elaine, will you be mine? You won't
regret it. You can have FBM's foreverl Chuck.

Calligraphy - excellent work, great for
wedding invitations, baby showers,
formal parties, or anything that needs
a formal touch. Call 764-8408.

Jeri C, Are those silicon implants?
They're huge compared to mine! I let
ONI a* in. Nice try. Who's fisherman?
See you on the slopesl

Daily announcement of Intramurals
available on CR/I Hotline at 681 -526 1.

Reinhardt Alumni. College sponsored
reunion for everyone who attended
Reinhardt. Oct. 25, 5:30 pm on campus.
Contact DeWayne Martin 764-2594.

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many positions. Great benefits. Call (805) 6827555, ext P-3558,

Soon to arrive on the GSU campus!
Student Athletic Board. Where
students can support our sports.. Call
SGA at 681-5631; Rm 207, Union.

Run your own business. Be a direct
distributor for over 7,000 products,
goods, and services in your spare time.
Call 681-8850.

STUDENTS, FACULTY Jc STAFF ONLY:
YOU can put your own message in this
space for FREE! 25 words of less, please.
Drop by the Wms Center. Rm 111, or
send your classified ad to LB 8001. For
free ads you MUST include your name
and Landrum Box number.

TRAVEL SALES REPRESENTATIVE
STS, The leader ift collegiate travel
needs motivated individuals and
groups to promote Winter/Spring
Break trips. For more information call
Student Travel Services, Ithaca, NY at
1-800-4849.

Surf Club, Just starting for anyone
interested. Carpool to Folleys, Tybee,
and Jax. Call Rob or Tyler -681-9513.

12'Lost & Found

Win $50. Sound to good to be true?
Design new SGA logo. Rough drafts due
in SGA office (Union 207) Oct. 23.

Found: large, male, black lab type dog.
Vicinity of Woodlawn Terrace. 6815076 (9am to 1 pm); 681-7356.

03*Autos for Sale

Lost glasses: brown wire rimmed.
Gravel prking lot South Bldg on Monda>
10/7. Call 681-7282 or 681-6058.

To Alpha Phi Omega Brothers: Thanks
for the cooperation on picture night!
Ya'll were super!, Barbie

Lost gold bracelet. Mens style. Very
sentimental. Please return is roawdy
Lost near Landrum, Tech 3, or between
The Pines. Reward. Call Cindy
681-7623.

To the Dynamic Home Ladies in 219
arid 227-A Johnson, I'm human 1st,
and you're 4 real. Thanks for
understanding ME! Your loving
»—-RA, Miss Hill.

Lost puppy - brown w/ black nose & tail
Call 681-3860. Has flea color on.

YWM seeks YWF, not afraid to set your
standards high, must have Great
Expectations of life. Send response to
Mr. C.L. LB 8489.

1990 Trek 1000. 56cm. Excellent cond.
New 120psi rear. Computer, 2 cages,
pump, patch kit. $425/OBO. 764-2777.
Leave number for Jay.

11 Pets & Supplies

For sale white Trek 8000 nearly new
plus several accessories. $650/OBO call
681-6395 after 7 ask for Chuck.

'72 Chevelle V8 good paint, needs int
work, solid car, has potential. $1800/
OBO. 681-4201.
1986 Saab 9005 two-door black all
-options 5,500. 681-8952.
912-294-0019.
1987 BMW 528e -- Automatic
transmission, electric sunroof, very
clean, excellent condition. $8750 or besi
offer. Call 1-826-2890 after 4 pm.
Car for sale! '80 rontiac Phoenix. Recent: trans, battery, exhaust, brakes &
fuel pump. $500. 852-5523 after 6pm.
FOR SALE: 1986 Yamaha FJ1200.
12,000 miles. Exc condition. NEW
transmission & Tires w/ under 100
miles. $2600/OBO. Call 685-4861
For sale: Jeep CJ-7 softop, nutmeg,
brand new windows, good cond. Asking
$135/OBO. Call 739-2161.
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers,
motorhomes, by FBI, IRS, DEA. Available in your area now. Call (805)
682-7555, ext C-5874.

05'Business Opportunities
Earn up to $400 weekly working at
home. Great for college students w/
need for supp pie mental income. For
details send SASE to WPP, Box 19585,
Atlanta, GA 30325.
Run your own business. Be a direct
distributor for over 7,000 different
products, goods, and services. Call
681-8850.

Lost: a rope shain bracelet in area of
Sussex it Collegiate. If found, please call
Stephanie 681-6716. Reward if round.
LOST: Charm bracelet with 3 charms
attached very sentimental. One charm
has can inscribed on back. Lost around
South Bldg. Reward offered. Call
681-9242.

13*Miscellaneous for Sale
14 kt gold rope necklace, 20 in, $85.
Need cash for bills.Call Karen at
681-9870.
1989 Centurion Calvaletto Bike, like
new, must sell, good deal. Call
764-7397 or 681-5690.
Brother word processor for sale, $350.
1 yr old, 12" amber screen and 3.5"
drive. Incl loads of functions. Call torn
681-8916, leave message
Canon EOS 10s with 35-105 mm lens,
430 EZ flash etc. Asking $1000 call
Henry at 681-4707.

07*Education
Financial Aid Available immediately!
Special grants program. Every student
eligible. No one turned down. Simple
application. Send name, address and $1
P&H Tee (refundable) to: Student
Services. POB 22-4026, Hollywood, FL
33022.

COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIPS
GRANTS • LOANS
Results Guaranteed
1-800-527-1496

Croquet set for sale. In fair condition,
slightly used. $8. Call Kevin at
681-5246 between 2 and 5 pm
weekdays.

Wanted: Tutor for business statistics
(MGT 354) ASAP! Call 681-2954

Publicity? Reserve a spot on the SGA
Marquee (outside Williams). Reservation forms can be picked up in Union
Rm 207. 681-5631. Hey it's FREE.

09-Furniture & Appliances
Dorm size refridge for sale. 2.5 cubic
feet. Excellent condition. Asking $85, wil
negotiate. Call 489-1770.

Red tail boa Ic aquarium for sale. Snake
is 3 yrs old and 7 rt long. Both Tor $350.
Call Chad 764-6468

19-Rentals& Real Estate
Condo tor rent. 2BR, 2BA, dishwasher,
W/D hook-up. Eagle's Court. Lease
negotiable. Call for more inro at
764-3167.

Typewriter (Smith Corona), excellent
cond. $95. Call 681-7434 after 6pm.
WHIMSICAL WEARABLES- Handpainted, appllqued women's & children's apparel. Every one an originall
2-peice knits, sweat suits, aprons &
more. Take a look at new fall and Xmas
line. Many styles. Great gifts. Call Julie 681-4521.
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TYPING - Drop-off & pick-up on campus. See Peggy 1 16 South Bldg., call
681-5586 or 681-6520. Quick service
(usually overnight), very good rates
TYPING - Fast & Reasonable. Call Jean
852-5405
TYPING - Reasonable rate. Resumes,
term papers, etc. Letter quality or Dot
Matrix printers. Call Brenda, 6815301, or drop by Carroll, Rm 86

tm%^mmm^
Weekly Crossword

University Typing Svc - Word proc. for
faculty & students. Term papers to
books. Editing included. Letter quality
printing. Majorie Bell, Ed.D. 681-3716
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^•Roommates

Feamle to take over lease April-Aug,
Bermuda Run. Pvt. Bdrm, bath & phone
line. $225/mo plus 1/4 util. 681-1818
Female roommate needed beginning
winter qtr. Own rm, washer/dryer,
$125/mo* 1/2 or 1/3 util. 1 mi from
campus (trailer). Marne, 681-3571.
Female roommate needed winter qtr.
$225/mo. Own bdrm St bath. Very nice
condo 3 mi from campus. Call & leave
message anytime. 764-8879.
Female roommate(s) need starting
winter qtr. Park Place, Fully furnished,
washer/dryer, 2 bdrm, 2 bath. Call
Krista/Shelly 681-3511. Leave
message is no answer.
HELP! Rommates needed badly! Apt. In
Stadium Walk. $140.00 per month.
Private or semi-private room. Call now!
489-1362. Askror Jody.
Help! loom mates needed badly! Apt in
Stadium Walk. $140/mo. Pvt or semipvt rm. 489-1362 ask for Jody.
W-*M»..
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5 Miles North on Lakeview Road
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Mens Trek bike for sale. 1989 model
1100. Hardly ridden w/ extras. $450
neg. Call 764-2777 ask Tor Bryant.
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Martial Arts Club open to all ranks and
styles. Beginners, too. Contact Eric, LB
13435; Mark, LB 18029; Bill, LB 8041

56

56

■1

Car stereo equipment lor sale. 300 watt
Coustic amplified, 2 12" Pyle drivers in
box, crossover & more. Will sell togethei
of separate. 764-7382.
Sony Portable home stereo. Great
Sound. Only a Tew years old. Detachable
speakers. Cassette deck, equalizer,
receiver. Good price. Call 681-7262

28'Weekends & Travel
Earn $2500 £c Free Trips Selling Spring
Packages To Bahamas, Mexico, Jamaica,
Florida! Best Trips & Prices! Spring
Break Travel 1-800-638-6786.
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS
To student or student organizations
Promotingour our SPRING BREAK PACKAGES
GOOD PAY &FUN

Call CMI1-800-423-5254

FREE TRAVEL - Air couriers and
Cruiseships. Students also needed
Christmas, Spring, and Summer Tor
Amusement Park employment. Call
(805) 682-7555, eit F-3313.
International Club sponsoring a trip
during Thanksgiving to Disney World.
$220 includes bus, hotel and 3-day
pass to Disney. For inro: 681 -0382
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GFR Associate* All Rights reserves
P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301
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ACROSS
1 Run with the wind
5 Philatelist's acquisition
10 ShoshoneanIndian tribe
14 Arm bone
15 Egyptian penninsula
16 Bishop of Rome
17 NetProfit:2VJ6s
19 Feds
20 Impassive
21 Call It A Day:3 wds
23 Undercover cop
26 Certain grasses
27 Farm Credit Admin.
30 Rent
32 To Saw wood ?
36 Trounce
38 Out To Lunch
39 Seed covering
40 Pentateuch
42 Destiny
43 Choir members
45 Pull A Fast One
47 Vermont ski area
48 French river
49 Soc. Security Admin.
50 Polaris, eg
52 Tennis terms
54 Circle measurement
58 Golf term
62 Cartoonist Peter
63 Not Miss A Trick.Z wds
66 Tan Ones Hide
67 Stairway post
68 Sea eagle
69 Understanding words
70 Curves
71 Close securely

23'Stereo & Sound
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Lakeview Golf Driving
Range
OPEN lOam-lOpm
Sunday 1 pm-6 pm
Free Golf Instruction

One way air Tare, Dec 10, 1991, from
Savannah to Sacramento w/ stops in
Charlotte, San Francisco, $120/OBO.
681-0159

HS

m'

17

For sale: white stag shortie dive suit. Sz
lg. Only $100. Call Michelle, 681-3616.

Needed: Goal keeper Tor the Women's
Soccer Club. Call Jay at 681-7907.

By Gerry Frey

SLANGUAGE"

22-Sports & Stuff

Mobile home space for rent. Shady lot,
pvt owner, call 681-1922
REPOSSESSED fc IRS FORECLOSED HOMES
available at below market value. Fantastic savings. You repair. Also S&L
bailout. Properties. Call (805)
682-7355. ext H-6146.

0 15 — Musical
0 16 - Personal
0 17 - Pets & Supplies
0 18- Photography
0 19 - Rentals & Real Estate
0 20 - Roommates
0 21 - Services
0 22 - Sporting Goods
0 23 - Stereo & Sound
0 24 - Swap & Trade
0 25 - Television & Radio
0 26 - Vans & Trucks
0 27 - Wanted
0 28 - Weekend Entertainment

Party DJ, Best service and fair prices.
All types of music, lightning and fog
machine. 6 years experience. Call Rob
for references. 681-9513.

Murray Foxriver mountasin bike. Only
ridden 5 months. Paid $160, asking
$75. 764-8717 askror Jim.

1 or 2 female roommates needed
immediately in Park Place. Furnished
except for your bedroom. Call Amy
681-3232 & leave a message.

I'm selling a red Schwinn mountain
bike. It's a year od, andin practically
new condition for $200.

Ladies! Free skin care and color analysis
from Avon to youl Contact Sandra
764-2104 or LB 14900.

FOR SALE: 1989 Brigadier Mobile Home,
2br 2bath, ceiling fans, dishwasher,
central heat and air. $17,500 firm. Only
interested parties call 489-8068
between 5:30pm &7:30 pm, Ronald.

FOR SALE: Raleigh Road Bike, 58cm 501
tubing, Shimano 105 Cateye Computer.
Great Shape. 764-3621. Ask for Kelly.

Ladies wedding set. 3/8 karat engagement ring w/ 10 diamonds on sides.
Matching wedding band. Brand new.
Cost $850 selling for $550. Call
764-7382

08'Freebies

Free puppies need happy homes.
Mother - black lab; rather - German
Shepherd. 6 females, 2 males. 5 wks
old. Call 681-1888.

1 female roommate needed to share
new, 4 BR Chandler Square apt. Own
room, Washer/dryer. Vacancy to fill
ASAP. Call 681-6864.

Get a head start on Christmas. Avon
prod available to youl Men's & women's
cologne, jewelry, make-up, etc. Contact
Sandra, 764-2104 or. LB 14900.

01 -Announcements
02 - Arts & Crafts
03 - Autos for Sale
04 - Auto Parts, Repair
05 - Business Opportunities
06 - Child Care
07 - Education
08 - Freebies
09 - Furniture/Appliances
10 - Garage Sales
11 - Help Wanted
12 - Lost & Found
13 - Miscellaneous for Sale
14 — Motorcycles
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For Sale: Peach Carpet. Will fit Johnson
Dorm rooms wall to wall. Only used one
year. Bought new. Asking $60. Call
681-2424. Ask for Jennifer C.

Frigidaire microwave, 9 level power.
Great cond., $75/OBO. 823-3065.

Visit England, France, Germany or
Spain. Summer '92. Test to receive FULI
SCHOLARSHIP. Must register by Oct. 21.
For more' info 681-0332. Center for
International Studies.
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LOST: A rope chain bracelet in the area
of Sussex & Collegiate. If found please
call Stephanie 681-6716. Reward if
found.

T2, you are so sexy! I can't wait to hold
you in my arms again. SLID
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21'Services

Part-time position open for outgoing
marketing, advertising or tales major.
Exp in advertising would be helpful. Call
681-7455 to set-up interview.

Reinhardt College Alumni. College
sponsored reunion for everyone who
attended Reinhardt. October 25, 5:30
pm on the Southern campus. Contact
DeWayne Martin at 764-2594 for
details.

CLASSIFIED CATEGORIES

Wanted: One or two female roommates
beginning witnter qtr. Nonsmoker
preferred. Call 681-3165, leave
message.

Live it to the mai at LIFEI All students
invited to our uplifting meetings every
Monday at 7:30 pm, Union Rm. 284.

REi MI. C. SMART GIRLS DON'T MAKI
PASSES AT STRANGE TALL MEN IN
GLASSES - THE GREEN EYED AVENGER

• FREECLASSIFIEDS -The George-Anne provides free classified listings to
students faculty and staff members of Georgia Southern University as a
campus-community service. Free classified ads MUST be written in 25 words
or less. Students, faculty and staff will be billed 10e a word for ads in excess of
25 words. The advertiser's name, Landrum Box, and the classified category
(listed below), MUST BE INCLUDED with your ad copy. All communication
regarding free classified ads must be in writing (absolutely NO free classified
ads will be accepted by phone... at this price we don't take dictation). Free
classified ads (except personals and dated submissions) will be inserted into
the newspaper in four consecutive issues. Ads must be resubmitted in writing
for additional insertions. Free ads should be non-commercial in nature. Free
classified listings should be mailed to The George-Anne, Landrum Box 8001,
GSU. Deadline is noon TUESDAY or noon FRIDAY prior to publication.

Need a place to live winter qtr? Own
rm, bath, phone line & its furnished.
Will reduce rent. Bermuda Run Apts,
contact Michelle at 681-7697

Desperately seeking Ms. LaTonya
Thomas-Your ex-roomie "Blondie" lost
your address. Contact me via Mike at
the George-Anne orfice, 681-5525.

KELLY KENDRICK, I am shocked! Those
silicon implants in your calves are not
yo*. I hope they can be removed! Oh
tni tatty... Gotcha back!

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
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DOWN
1 Heroes
2 Thanks
3 Division word
4 Prescription language
5 Scud,eg
6 "
the End of Time"
7 Take
:a Wee
Drop
8 Fertilizer
9 Devotion
10 "Shipshape":3 wds.
11 Sepulcher
12 Fencing sword
13 Transmit
18 Florida city
22 Rorshach, eg.
24 Musical stops
25 Roman orater
27 One floor apartments
28 Insertion mark
29 A kind of acid
31 Feudal slaves
33 October birthstones
34 Ms. Gam & Ms. Moreno
35 Dropsy
37 Phoney Boloney
38 Great Britain county
41 Pub drinks
44 Blood network
46 Allots
48 Ms Papas & Ms Dunne
51 Repent
53 Satisfies
54 Salvador
55 Spring flower
56 Suffix
57 Tiers
59 Tennessee Senator
60 Ms. Home
61 Munich donkey
64 Bom
65 Commuter trains
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